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Scalable
Plug and Play
Portable
Cost Effective

Verdek is a U.S. distributor of Galileo CNG
fueling solutions which are the most technologically
advanced CNG fueling systems on the market
today. They are scalable, plug and play, portable,
and more cost effective enabling any fleet operation
to match your fueling infrastructure with your specific
fleet profile. If you need a responsive and reliable
expert to assist with your CNG fueling infrastructure
needs orresearch,Verdek is your best choice.

Verdek at NGVAmerica Conference &
Expo Nov 18-21 in Atlanta, GA
(Galileo Booth# 719)

Find a CNG Station Near
You

Alternative Fuel Price
Report

The 2013 North American NGV Conference &
Expo is the premier event for organizations that
want to participate in the robust development of
the NGV marketplace to showcase their products
and services to decision makers.
Read more...

Compressed Natural Gas Symposium &
Showcase Nov 5-6 Tallahassee, FL

On November 6th, the State of Florida's FIRST
EVER CNG Symposium and Showcase will be
taking place at the Tallahassee Civic Center.
There will be presentations, discussions on CNG
infrastructure, success stories in FL, and
showcase of CNG vehicles.
Read more...

The Clean Cities Alternative Fuel Price
Report provides regional alternative
and conventional fuel prices for
biodiesel, compressed natural gas,
ethanol, hydrogen, propane, gasoline,
and diesel.
Read More...

Central Florida Clean Cities Coalition
AFV Expo 2013 Nov 15th
Cocoa Beach, FL

Wagoner County Police
Department Equips its
Vehicles with
Compressed Natural Gas

Check out the latest vehicles and learn how
alternative fuels can improve your bottom line.
There will be Electric Vehicles, CNG, Propane,
Biofuels and presentation by industry experts.
Read more...
Rising fuel costs has forced those in
law enforcement to think outside the
box. Compressed natural gas (CNG)
power vehicles are becoming the
future of the Wagoner County
Sheriff's Department in Oklahoma. A
black F-150 XL and the first truck
they have equipped for compressed
natural gas.
"These vehicles are going to last
longer," says Wagoner County Sheriff
Bob Colbert touting the benefits of
Compressed natural gas. "Cleaner
engines, cleaner air so everybody
wins. We save money on fuel which
will be enough to pay for vehicles
itself," says Colbert
Read More...

Galileo Reaches Milestone with the
Production and Supply of CNG &
Hydrogen

Mazda Premieres
SKYACTIV-CNG Concept

Mazda Motor Corporation will
showcase its Mazda3 SKYACTIV-CNG
Concept at the 43rd 2013 Tokyo
Motor Show late November. Mazda
has responded to increased demand
for natural gas vehicles (NGVs)
worldwide by delivering a concept car
that adopts a bi-fuel system to run on
both gasoline and CNG. The
SKYACTIV-G gasoline engine will
require only minor modifications to
operate using CNG, and will reduce
emissions by about 20% compared
with same displacement gasoline
engines.
Read More...

Thomas Built Buses to
Produce CNG Minotour
School Bus

Along with the official launching of the
semi-industrial production of hydrogen in the
Pico Truncado Plant, province of Santa Cruz,
Argentina, a filling station featuring Galileo's
technology and supplying a fuel mix of hydrogen
and natural gas (HCNG) started operations. This
major event took place after years of
experimentation and development.
With this milestone, Pico Truncado, Santa Cruz
and Argentina are placing among great powers
in the world regarding production of renewable
and environmentally friendly energies.
Read more...

U.S. Guide Highlights Emerging
Sustainable Transportation Fuel

School bus manufacturer Thomas
Built Buses is expanding its
alternative-fuel options with a
CNG-powered Minotour small bus.
The company said production is
scheduled to begin during the first
quarter of 2014.
Read More...

Lowe's Launches
Natural Gas Fleet

Lowe's recently launched a dedicated

Turning Waste into Vehicle Fuel: Renewable
Natural Gas; A Step-by-Step Guide for
Communities, is a first-of-a-kind roadmap,
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, laying
out the many considerations that go into

fleet of natural gas-powered trucks at
its regional distribution center in
Mount Vernon, Texas.
Read More...

assessing the viability of local waste-to-fuel
initiatives-from organizational, economic,
technological, and government policy
perspectives.
Read more...

Visit our web site www.verdek.com to download brochures, data sheets and view videos.
Join us on facebook at "Verdek CNG Solutions" for daily updates on the CNG world.

